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Exodus 8.16-19;  Hebrews 4.12-13;  Matthew 13.18-23 

 Our Hubris and the Lord’s Laughter 

Prayer:  Merciful God, alight upon us with your Holy Spirit, that we may have ears that are attentive.  

Eyes that are focused.  And hearts that are open, so that we may witness your power and hear your 

Word, and thereby “produce a crop, yielding a hundred, sixty or thirty times what was sown.”   Amen. 

 

 My mother’s second husband, Walt Westerbrink, was an interesting old Dutchman.  When he 
was a teenager in Holland, he made the mistake of throwing snowballs at Nazi soldiers. 

The soldiers didn’t chase him when he ran.  They simply identified him and calmly went to his 
home and told his parents that their son was to report to the train station the next day to be sent to a 
labor camp in Germany.  “If he doesn’t report,” they said, “we will come and shoot all of you.”  So of 
course, he reported. 
 One story that he told about the labor camp was that he would stand high above the factory 
floor on a catwalk, and whenever a German guard walked by, Walt would quickly comb his hair then 
flick the lice off his comb onto the German guard.  Sixty years after doing this he would still sit there in 
our living room and chuckle about throwing his nasty lice at German soldiers. 

******* 
 In our Old Testament lesson today, the Lord throws nasty lice at the Egyptians and chuckles.  

There’s some dispute whether these insects are mosquitoes, gnats or lice.  I prefer lice.  All three bite 

and cause discomfort, but lice are particularly odious.  (ם    (lice or mosquito ְלִכִנִּ֖

 There’s comedy in this third plague, which may seem odd to us, but in reality comedy is mixed 
throughout the Old Testament, usually in the form of satire to mock the pretensions of human beings 
who think that they may be able to replace God. 

Such stories reveal that the one thing that makes God laugh is humanity attempting to defy 
heaven.  Psalm 2 nicely reveals this.  “The kings of the earth rise up and the rulers band together against 
the LORD and against his anointed, saying, ‘Let us break their chains and throw off their shackles.’  The 
One enthroned in heaven laughs; the Lord scoffs at them.”  (Psalm 2.2-4) 

A marvelous example of satiric comedy is discovered in the Tower of Babel story.  There the 
people of Shinar say among themselves, “Let’s build a tower that reaches to the heavens, so that we 
may make a name for ourselves…”  (Genesis 11.4)   It’s the same kind of tower building that remains 
popular today among people who want to make a name for themselves. 

But such tower building is a defiant action against God.  Psalm 115.16 says: “The heavens are 
the heavens of God, but the earth he has given to the children of humanity.”  The people of Shinar are 
attempting to displace God with their tall, very tall, the tallest, most tallest ever, tower of Babel. 

The humor, then, lies in verse five.  So, “the Lord came down to see the city and the tower.” 
Do you get the joke?  Down on earth the builders think that their tower reaches into heaven.  

However, it’s so small, so tiny, so insignificant, that God has to “come down” to see it.  The Lord laughs 
at the hubris of humanity.  (This is the entire point of the Tower of Babel story.) 

******* 
One piece of comedy embedded in the third plague is that back in Genesis 2.7 it’s said that the 

Lord God created the adamah (Adam) from the dust (aphar) of the ground.  A grand achievement.  
Something only the Lord God can do.  Humanity out of dust.  (May we discern evolution from the 
microbes in the dirt becoming a living being?) 



Now here in this third plague, the Lord creates a louse, indeed, many lice, out of the same lowly 
dust (aphar) that he used to create the adamah.  Measly little lice, not nearly as grand as humanity.  
Seemingly, not nearly as difficult of a creation. 

But the Magicians, using their secret arts, cannot create a single louse.  Causing them to exclaim: 
“This is the finger of God.”  Since we can’t make a measly louse, it must be God.  Satire.  We should 
laugh in derision at the hubris. 

We tried.  We failed.  It’s supernatural.  It must be God. 
******* 

I was thinking about these magicians this week and I wondered about us.  Many times, when 
something happens that can’t be explained scientifically, Christians tend to cry out: “It’s a miracle!  It’s 
God at work!  The doctor can’t explain to you why the cancer is gone.  But I can.  It’s a miracle of God.” 

That kind of thinking leads us to conclude that science is about the natural, whereas religion is 
about the supernatural.  An “act of God” is some event that we cannot yet understand, or cannot yet 
control. 

But as we all know, these “acts of God” are becoming fewer and fewer because our scientists 
understand more about our world every day.  (eg.  Have you noticed how accurate the weather 
forecasts are on your phone?  That’s science.)  And many times, it feels almost as if they’re infringing 
into the supernatural realm that we’ve assigned to God. 

The problem with that feeling, or thought, is that with every advance, we allow science to 
remove another plank of faith because we built our faith upon the supernatural and the miraculous.  But 
I think that faith built on the miraculous is like building a house in sand.  It eventually topples with a 
great crash.  (cf. Matthew 7.24-27)   God isn’t the God of the supernatural.  God is the God of nature. 

As Rabbi Jonathan Sacks says, that building our faith on the supernatural power of God, on the 
miracles of God, “leads to the conclusion that religion and science are opposed.  The more we can 
explain scientifically or control technologically, the less need we have for faith.”  (p. 55) 

(I was thinking about this earth day week, where there are science rallies all around the country 
this weekend.  This is the whole problem we have in Washington, isn’t it?  Many of our politicians are 
conveniently religious and view science as opposed to their loosely held, loudly proclaimed religious 
beliefs, because this gets them votes.  There will come a day when that position will reverse.  Our 
politicians will become conveniently scientific and view faith as opposed to their loosely held, loudly 
proclaimed scientific beliefs.  That reverse will happen, because as long as God is the God of the 
supernatural there will be conflict between science and religion.) 

Building our faith on the supernatural power of God, on the miracles of God, “leads to the 
conclusion that religion and science are opposed.  The more we can explain scientifically or control 
technologically, the less need we have for faith.” 

******* 
 However, the whole point of the plagues is not found in the power of the miracles.  After all, 
some of these “miracles” are imitated by the sorcerers.  The point of all of the plagues lies in the Voice 
of God, the Word of God.  God speaks and things begin to happen. 

This is the same message that’s discerned in the first creation story.  In that first creation story, 
we’re not supposed to get hung up on the details and begin to extrapolate odd scientific theories from 
that story.  That’s not the point.  The thrust of the creation story is that the Lord speaks, and things 
begin to happen.  In Sunday School, I pointed out how the plague story and the creation story are quite 
similar in their rhythm and style and repetition.  They both sound like liturgy.  They also emphasize the 
same point:  The power in the Word of the Lord to shape the world. 
 Indeed, all of Scripture testifies that the Lord God is the talking God who uses his Word to 
impact his creation, with the pinnacle being the Word who became flesh. 

******* 



 Listen, science doesn’t displace God every time it makes an advance in its skill.  Most scientific 
advance actually reveals God’s genius a little bit more.  And someday, science will create humanesque 
life.  And I wonder how the church will react?  Will we refuse to baptize such life when it professes faith? 
Or, will we throw our hands up in defeat and abandon faith?  Or, will we embrace this advance as more 
evidence confirming the genius of God?  I suspect I know the answer and it’s not particularly attractive, 
but I’ll be retired or dead.  Good luck Ruth. 
 Noah, my youngest son, is taking a graduate class based entirely on Darwin.  And he says that 
the whole class seems to have at its core the creation of a theology according to Darwin that repeals and 
replaces Christian and Jewish theology about God.  However, he’s constantly frustrated because their 
portrayal of Christian thought isn’t what he grew up with here.  It’s a caricature of fundamentalism.  But 
these science students believe that there’s a war between science and religion, and that they must win 
it. 
 The Church doesn’t admit it too often, but the truth is, the scientific expression of evolution 
reveals even more profoundly how mysterious and powerful and amazing the Lord God is.  It profoundly 
reveals that the depths of the Lord are unplumbable by insignificant human beings, because we don’t 
know how to put it all together. 
 However, much of the church is not any better than Noah’s class.  Much of the church, including 
the Christian Reformed Church, cannot allow our scientists to reveal the truth of the Lord’s work within 
this world, because it contradicts the theology that they made up a long time ago, when science wasn’t 
nearly as well informed. 
 The church should be rejoicing over the discovery and advances of science, and allow this 
information to reshape our thoughts, reshape our theology, reshape our concepts about God and our 
relationship with God. 

There are ethical implications in science that the church could help science explore, if we 
weren’t so alienated from one another. 

There’s no natural war between science and religion.  Science illustrates, just a little bit, with its 
very limited knowledge, how high and deep and long and wide our God is, and should cause us to 
exclaim with the Psalmist: “How great are your works, O God; you have made them all with wisdom.”  
(Psalm 104.24) 

******* 
 There’s more humor in this third plague story.  The Pharaohs were people who built whole cities 
for the dead in order to exclaim to the world that they were, at one time, powerful kings.  They built 
pyramids, and tombs, and sphinxes, and the like, to illustrate how amazing they were -- at one time. 
 Nonetheless, this powerful biblical Pharaoh is taken down by a miserable little louse created by 
the Word of the Lord.  Created out of dust, just as humanity was, by a God who remains powerful today 
– long, long after we can’t even remember this biblical Pharaoh’s name.  Perhaps we should just call him 
Hubris.  Pharaoh Hubris. 
 The plague of the lice is God’s joke on an entire society that thought it was more powerful than 
the Lord God.  Pharaoh Hubris is toppled by a measly little louse. 
 This is a lesson that we need to continue to understand today.  The true power in this world is 
heard week after week in our houses of worship around the world.  Government officials may control 
missiles, and aircraft carriers, and troops, and finances, and they may blow up the earth, but in the end 
their names are all “Hubris.”  The Lord God’s Word is mightier than any official with the name “Hubris”.  
After this universe in which we live is long, long gone, the Lord God Almighty will speak again and create 
a new beginning and a new universe. 

******* 



 This morning, we baptize little Ryan Parker Dent.  And we do this with water that is surrounded 
by the Word of the Lord.  A Word that proclaims that Ryan is a beloved son of the Lord God.  Which 
means that we’re witnessing another form of creation this morning through water and the Word. 

So, may you have ears that are attentive.  Eyes that are focused.  And hearts that are open, so 
that you may witness the power of God and hear the Word of the Lord, and thereby “produce a crop, 
yielding a hundred, sixty or thirty times what was sown.”  (Matthew 13.23) 
 In the name of the father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.  


